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Abstract
This thesis investigates the cascade lines from Langmuir wave turbulence as a result
of Parametric Decay Instability (PDI) in the ionosphere. This effect is studied using a
high-frequency (HF) heater located at the NSF/DoD High Frequency Active Auroral
Research Program (HAARP) Observatory in Gakona, Alaska. Measurements were
taken remotely in February 2005 and March 2006 in order to focus study on the
altitude variation and number of cascade lines. This data was cross-checked with
a recently developed theory by Kuo and Lee [2005] citing two processes possible in
PDI: resonant decay and non-resonant decay. The non-resonant cascade of Langmuir
waves proceeds at the same location and is severely hampered by frequency mismatch
effect, because the decay wave is a driven ion mode oscillating at considerably lower
frequency than that of the ion acoustic wave. In contrast, the resonant cascade, which
takes place at different resonant locations to minimize the frequency mismatch effect,
has to overcome the propagation loss of the mother Langmuir wave in each cascade
step. It is known, in general, that the resonant cascade process requires less thresholds
than those of the non-resonant cascade process. Thorough analysis concludes that
resonant decay is the most probably process due to observed altitude variation and
number of cascade lines observed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Plasma research is a fast growing area of research with broad applications. With con-
cern about energy generation techniques and the environment, research in controlled
fusion has drawn much attention from the plasma science and engineering commu-
nities. Controlled fusion energy requires the heating and confinement of plasma in
a device, which has been investigated for over half a century. Many interesting phe-
nomena associated with confined plasma can be investigated using space as a natural
plasma laboratory under controllable conditions. An ideal plasma laboratory is the
earth's ionosphere which is a partially ionized gas with less than 0.1% of the ionization.
The optimum region for ground-based space plasma experiments is the ionospheric F
layer located at altitudes of 250 - 300 km. The ionospheric F region has the largest
plasma density with atomic oxygen ions as the dominant species. Thus, it is relatively
easy to study the plasma dynamics of a single species with ground-based ionospheric
heating experiments. In brief, powerful high frequency (HF) radio waves at a few
MHz are injected from a ground-based transmitter known as an HF heater. When
these radio waves reach their reflection heights in the ionospheric F region, they res-
onantly interact with plasma to effectively heat electrons and atomic oxygen ions.
Various plasma instability processes can be triggered by the HF ionospheric heating.
Singled out for investigation for my thesis research is the parametric decay insta-
bility (PDI), which occurs as a result of ionospheric plasma heating by O-mode radio
waves. After a linearly polarized radio wave propagates from the neutral atmosphere
and enters the ionosphere, it can split into two branches of circularly polarized waves
known as O-mode and X-mode. Near their reflection heights, while the wave electric
field of O-mode tends to align along the earths magnetic field, that of X-mode points
in a direction perpendicular to the earths magnetic field.
PDI is a three-wave interaction process where the injected radio wave, from a
ground-based ionospheric heating facility, can decay into two subsequent waves, a high
frequency electron plasma wave (known as a Langmuir wave) and a low frequency
plasma wave (known as an ion-acoustic wave). The produced Langmuir wave can
further decay into another Langmuir and ion-acoustic wave, leading to a cascade
process. This process satisfies wave vector and wave frequency matching relations
that can be understood in terms of energy and momentum conservation. This process
can be observed and diagnosed by a ground-based ultra high frequency (UHF) radar
that detects the produced Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves in the ionosphere.
The parametric decay instability is not completely understood. Several theoretical
models have been proposed but due to limitations in observation techniques they have
not been proven. In their 2005 paper, Kuo and Lee presented a theory describing PDI
and the subsequent cascade of Langmuir waves. This theory predicts two possible
decay processes, resonant and non-resonant. The non-resonant process occurs at the
same height as the initial PDI. In this case, the produced Langmuir waves are forced to
have a lower frequency than what their corresponding dispersion relations yield. The
Langmuir wave frequency is dependent on the plasma density which we can assume
increases with altitude until reaching the F peak with a maximum density. This
frequency mismatch causes a high field intensity threshold in order for the instability
to occur. In the resonant case, the cascade processes each occur at an altitude in
which the produced waves satisfy their dispersion relation.
Essentially, the difference in frequency in the 'mother' and 'daughter' Langmuir
waves is compensated in the difference in local plasma frequency, which leads to the
altitude difference mentioned above. Since the the local dispersion relation is satisfied,
this resonant process requires less energy and therefore has a lower field intensity
threshold. Due to the lower instability threshold, one would expect resonant decay
to be the dominating mechanism in PDI. Since ground-based observations have had
limitations in range resolution in the past, the predicted altitude difference between
cascades has not been able to be verified. Therefore there has been no proof for
either proposed theories. In this thesis, I have investigated the two possible cascade
processes presented by Kuo and Lee and closely examined data from two experimental
campaigns for support of the Kuo and Lee theory.
1.2 Hypothesis
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parameters describing frequency and altitude
As mentioned in the above section, Kuo and Lee presented two possible decay
processes, resonant and non-resonant. Due to the lower threshold of the resonant
processes, I believe that it is more likely to be the dominant decay process experienced
by cascading Langmuir waves. This means that in radar data, I expect to see a
decrease in altitude between each cascade. Figure 1-1 illustrates what I expect to
see in a frequency-range-time (FRI) plot from a ground-based radar, where Az is
the propagation distance of the decayed Langmuir waves between subsequent PDI
excitations and Wia is the local ion-acoustic frequency. These parameters will be
further explained in Chapter 2.
Using the HF ionospheric heater and Modular UHF Ionospheric Radar (MUIR) of
the NSF/DoD High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) facility
located in Gakona, Alaska, I expect to see evidence supporting the resonant decay
theory. I used data taken in two separate experimental campaigns, March 2006 and
February 2005. The March 2006 campaign was performed by our group remotely
using MUIR to observe altitude dependence of decayed Langmuir waves. We believe
that, despite that the range resolution is not ideal, we should be able to observe the
altitude dependence of the cascades. The February 2005 data was given to us by Prof.
Brenton Watkins at University of Alaska-Fairbanks due to its unusually large number
of cascade lines. This data should show that the observed number of cascades are
significantly more probable with resonant decay than non-resonant decay.
First I will discuss the details of the theory of resonant and non-resonant cascades
presented in Kuo and Lee's paper to derive equations for expected thresholds and
propagation distances for both cases. Then I will look at the March 2006 data and
February 2005 data focusing on the altitude distribution and number of cascades,
respectively, to determine which decay process is better supported by the observed
data. Based on this analysis, I will make my conclusions regarding the data support
for the presented decay processes.
Chapter 2
Theory of Parametric Decay
Instability
The decay of Langmuir waves from an injected heater wave consists of two processes.
The injected heater wave, an O-mode wave, decays parametrically into a Langminuir
wave and an ion-acoustic wave. Then the produced Langmuir wave can further decay
into another Langmuir wave and ion-acoustic wave. This process can continue to occur
with the daughter Langmuir wave until it no longer meets the threshold condition of
the parametric instability. This process is called parametric decay instability (PDI).
The pump wave is an ordinary-mode, or O-mode, wave. O-mode waves are defined
as having an electric field that is parallel to the local magnetic field, therefore particles
affected by the wave behave as if they were in unmagnetized plasma since their motion
is along the magnetic field. The dispersion relation for O-mode waves is
W = w- e+ ktc 2  (2.1)
where ,2 2 is the plasma frequency, c is the speed of light, and ne, e, me, and o
are the electron density, charge, mass, and the permittivity of free space, respectively
[2].
Langmuir waves, often referred to as electron plasma waves, are plasma oscillations
at frequencies close to the plasma frequency. The differences are due to the thermal
oscillations of the electrons in the plasma and the electrons gyrating around the local
magnetic field for obliquely propagating waves. The dispersion relation of Langmuir
waves is given by 2 2 2,2 2o
wL = we + 3kvte + Qce sin 2 0 (2.2)
where ve = k is the thermal electron velocity, Qe = eBO is the electron cyclotron
te = me me M
frequency, and 0 is the angle of the propagating wave with respect to the magnetic
field. kB, Te, me, and Bo are Boltzmann's constant, the electron temperature, electron
mass, and magnitude of the local magnetic field [2].
The ion-acoustic wave is essentially a sound wave in plasma. The ion-acoustic
wave dispersion relation is
2 = C k a  (2.3)
where C2 _ kB(T+ YTi) where 7 comes from assuming the plasma is an adiabatic
ideal gas and Ti is the ion temperature. For my calculations, I assumed that y = 3
corresponding to the gas having one degree of freedom. C8 corresponds to the speed
of sound in the plasma.
The decay process is governed by two equations, the frequency matching and wave
vector matching relations shown as Equations 2.4 and 2.5
Wc1 = 0L2 + s81  (2.4)
k1 = k2 + ks, (2.5)
where (wl, k1 ) are the mother Langmuir wave parameters, (w2, k2) are the daughter
Langmuir wave parameters, and (w, 1, kl) are the daughter ion-acoustic mode pa-
rameters. This process is illustrated in Figure 2-1 with the injected O-Mode wave
decaying wave and the subsequent Langmnuir wave decay.
For each cascade process illustrated, the thick red vector shows the mother or
injected wave while the thin blue vectors show the daughter waves. This figure il-
lustrates both the wave vector and frequency matching relations. The dispersion
relations are not drawn to scale partially due to the fact that the O-Mode disper-
k k
Figure 2-1: The wave vector and frequency matching relations with the wave disper-
sion relations. The left figure shows the injected O-Mode wave decay and the right
figure shows the subsequent Langmnuir wave decay. Dispersion relations not drawn to
scale.
sion relation is much narrower than the Langnmuir wave dispersion relation, making
it nearly impossible to plot both on the same axis.
Given that the injected O-Mode waves has frequency wo• 1 and wave vector ko0 l,
we have two relations of the wave numbers for the first two cascades: kol = k, + kso
and k, = k2 + ksI. From the dispersion relation of the injected O-mode wave, we
can see that the wave vector of that wave will be much less than the wave vectors
of the Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves, Ikoll - 0. Therefore, kI = -k• 0 yielding
k,1 = -2k 8 0. Since w, oc< jk,, we can further determine the following relations
Wo01 - W1 = Ws (2.6)
W1 - w2 = 2ws (2.7)
where w, is the local ion-acoustic frequency. Equation 2.7 is valid for all subsequent
mother Langmuir waves decaying to daughter Langmuir waves and ion-acoustic waves.
The following sections will give a detailed derivation of Kuo and Lee's theory for
parametric decay instability. This derivation includes equations for the thresholds of
resonant and non-resonant decay along with a solution for the propagation distance
between subsequent decays in resonant decay.
zFigure 2-2: The wave vector geometry relative to the local magnetic field. All wave
vectors are confined in the x-z plane.
2.1 The Dispersion Relation
The mother Langmuir wave is represented by an electric potential h(WI, k1 ) with
the daughter Laugmuir wave represented by an electric potential # 2(w2, k2) and ion-
acoustic mode represented by a density perturbation n8 ( wa1, kaj). For the calcula-
tions, we will adapt a geometry shown in Figure 2-2 where ko = k1 , k2 = -kI, and
kj = 2k, where ko is the wave vector of the radar used for detection. In this figure,
0o is the angle of the mother Langmuir wave to the magnetic field and 0m is the
magnetic dip angle.
To derive the dispersion relation for PDI, we first have to derive a set of coupled
mode equations. The first coupled mode equation comes from the electron momentum
and continuity equations as well as Poisson's equations shown as Equations 2.8, 2.9,
and 2.10, respectively,
mene H + (Ve -V) Ve = e(V4 - Ve x B) - Vpe - meneVeV (2.8)
±-- + V -[neve] = 0 (2.9)
at
V2 = en, (2.10)
CO
where v, is the electron collision frequency and p, is the pressure of the electron gas.
By assuming that the plasma is an idea gas, we can replace Pc with nCkBTe
Using the above equations, we can obtain a general equation for the Langmuir
daughter wave, (D2, in terms of the Langmuir mother wave, oI, and the ion-acoustic
wave, n/,
[([iwe 2±0e <)+~ 4-3~ 2)V
- -( +- 2 ( a 3 v 2v
c- -+ • V V (2.11)
where () stands for a filter which keeps only the terms with the same phase function
as that of the left hand side of the equation, and the electron collision frequency
consists of two terms, 14 = v'ei + Vc, where ve6 is the electron-ion collision frequency
and veL is the electron Landau damping rate [5].
Electron Landau damping is a collisionless damping of an electromagnetic wave
with electrons. We can think of the EM wave as an oscillating potential propagating
through the plasma with a particular phase velocity, v½. Electrons traveling slightly
slower than vw will be 'pushed along by the wave', therefore extracting energy from
the wave. Electrons traveling slightly faster than v4 will 'push the wave', therefore
transferring energy to the wave. Given that the electron velocity is given by the
Maxwellian distribution, there are more slow electrons than fast electrons. Therefore
more energy is extracted to the wave than added, so the EM wave is damped [2]. We
can use this conceptual picture as a basis for deriving the electron Landau Damping
rate is given as
9e= aexp ( (2.12)
where w, k, and khl are the frequency, wave number and the wave vector component
along the magnetic field of EM wave being damped [5].
We can obtain a second coupled mode equation from the fluid relations for deec-
trons and ions shown below
yne + V .- neve = 0 (2.13)
aam. + ve -V Ve = - eE - Me vceVe x Bo
- ee(Ve - vi) (2.14)
0
jni + V -nivi = 0 (2.15)at
M + vi. V vi = - + eE AM civ i x BoT"'iat n iv xB
+ VeTne -e (Ve - vi) - •iAlvi (2.16)
Rli
where MAl, vi, ni, QCi, i, and pi are the ion mass, velocity, density, cyclotron frequency,
collision frequency and pressure, respectively. Bo is the unit vector in the direction
of the magnetic field, To is the plasma temperature in thermal equilibrium [4, 6].
Using these equations, we can obtain the coupled mode equation for the ion-
acoustic mode
V2 + Ve) + Q2 V2) + Vi) - COV2)
I- V[(j e)V±"ap cCe 1r1 a pV2 92 s7,1+ Qce~ci at nMe 2 0 o eaVL~pQQ 2 D V. JB Q a
De 0.tV no c at V - ( a p x I o )  (2.17)Ot no O
where ap= (Ve . VVe) and JB = (nieve). K< and aiV < V2  are
assumed and the ion collision frequency consists of two terms, Vi = Vi + niL, where
v7,, is the ion-neutral collision frequency and ViL is the ion Landau damping rate [5].
Ion Landau damping is conceptually similar to electron Landau damping. For
ions, the damping effect will occur with low frequency waves, such as the ion acoustic
wave. Equation 2.18 is the ion Landau damping rate
4L n ( k74 ) (Te) exp 2 (2.18)
where ws, k and ki refer to the frequency, wave vector and component of the wave
vector parallel to the magnetic field for the ion-acoustic wave [5].
In order to derive the dispersion relation, we can assume that all perturbed quan-
tities are sinusoidal, yielding 4i = 4) exp[i(ki -r - wit)], 4)2 = ( 2 exp[i(k 2 r- W 2t)],
and n.1 = n. exp[i(k,1 r - wct)]. Using the two general coupled mode equations,
Equations 2.11 and 2.17, and applying the geometry laid out in Figure 2-2 and above,
we can reduce the coupled mode equations to the following
[ 2 (W2 ± i) -, 9] 2 = (e M (2.19)
[SI (PS, + ivi) - 4kif (si) =k k ± k1±t 2  ~ 1 (2.20)
Lo 1 - "ce rnoM1
where Equation 2.19 is derived from Equation 2.11 and Equation 2.20 is derived from
Equation 2.17 assuming celV >l + vat Vj and 1441iVI. Here, WkO is
the dispersion relation for the mother Langmuir wave, given by Equation 2.2, with
wave vector k1.
We can take the complex conjugate of Equation 2.20, solve for n*l/n o and plug
into Equation 2.19 in order to obtain the dispersion relation for parametric decay
instability.
[W2 (W2 + iv) - w 0] 81 •W + ive) - 4kiCJ
=k k 2 ± c wPe I( I 1 2  (2.21)-i cel ( roJw
Using Equation 2.21, we can determine the thresholds for both resonant and non-
resonant decay. In the non-resonant case, the daughter Langmuir wave undergoes
PDI at the same altitude that its mother Langmuir wave underwent PDI. Therefore,
the daughter Langmuir wave is does not satisfy the local Langmuir wave dispersion
relation which leads to a larger threshold. In the resonant case, the daughter wave
propagates to an altitude in which it does satisfy the local Langmuir wave dispersion
relation to undergo PDI. Therefore, each PDI processes occurs at progressively lower
altitude also making the wavelength of the daughter line slightly shorter than that
of the mother line. This causes the daughter Langmuir wave to lose energy due to
propagating, known as propagation loss, which must be figured in when calculating
the threshold [5]. These two cases are developed in the next two sections.
2.2 Non-Resonant Decay
Since in non-resonant decay the daughter Langmuir wave does not satisfy the local
Langmuir wave dispersion relation, we can conclude that wkO = wl w2. In order
to obey the frequency matching equation, Equation 2.4, Wl = 0wsr, + i and w2 =
Who - Wsir + i. We can plug these two relations into Equation 2.21 and then separate
out the real and imaginary components in order to obtain two real equations
(27 + výe) [4k IC + -y + v/ ) - w•r] = 2Wsr(27 + vi) (2.22)
2 wkOWslr [4k2C 2 + (7 + v) - w + WkOWslr(27 + u)(27 + vi)
k 2 ,2 "4
= k ll+ 2 ko- ( 4je I2 (2.23)1 1|| ce (noML'kO
where 7 is the instability growth rate.
At the threshold, the growth rate, 7, is zero. We can determine w',i for this case
by using Equation 2.22, setting '7 = 0 and solving for Wlr. This yields
= 4k2JC2  Ve 1
r ve + 2v21i  (2.24)
which is less then the local ion-acoustic frequency given in Equation 2.3. The re-
duction of the ion-acoustic decay mode is a result of the off resonance interaction
[5].
We can plug in ' = 0 and the value for wslr from Equation 2.3 in order to solve
for the threshold potential
= G• D 412
= G [pt,(, o~2  COS2 0o
= GE (E k, k 0o)1 2  coso 1(2.25)
2 k+2 J
where IEpth(k, 0o) is the threshold field amplitude for the initial PDI with the injected
O-Mode wave and G1 is the gain on the threshold from the non-resonant process and
is given by
t 6 2k 1C)
G1 = Ve+ 1 + 16k 1C, ve + 2ti +ve(ve + 2vi)
where the angle 0o in the threshold field is the angle of the daughter Langminuir wave
with the magnetic field, as illustrated in Figure 2-2. Using IE = V4 m k4, we can
estimate the threshold field of non-resonant decay as
Elth = kI1  1 lth
1G rlreMI kiCsot/evi
2= 2  W± 2  (2.26)
I IL # k kG c e J
The above derivation only applies for the first non-resonant cascade. We can derive
a general form for an arbitrary number of cascades. We will start with Equations 2.19
and 2.20 using the notation for the Nth cascade as follows: the daughter Langmnuir
wave has field IN+1(wN+1, -k 1 ), the mother Langmnuir wave has field 4 N(WN, k1 ) and
the ion-acoustic decay mode with n, (WN, 2k1 ) where k, is the same wave number
as in the first cascade case [5].
_N+1 (N+1  ie) - N+1 = e' (N (2.27)sN
[0WN+I (W2N+1 + it/e) k I.0 (I)N+I - )pjWDN ( n (2.27)
[WSAN (WsN + ivi) - 4kC ] (N) = ki kWno
2 2
+ 2
0 11 N
WN De
2(2.28)
(2.28)
By first setting WsN WsNr + i7N and WN+1 ý - /1 Wsjr + i74 and plugging
into Equations 2.27 and 2.28, we can reduce the two equations to obtain
wsir iWsNr(27N + vs) + r - 4k 2Cq - _IN V( vj
N
E
j=1
Sk 2: +
k 2
w2 - QI0 ce .
7noMo N
(2.29)
where wkO - Wo N is assumed [5].
Similarly to the single cascade derivation, we will set the instability growth rate to
zero, YN= 0, in order to determine the threshold field. Assuming EN Wsj.r - NWsNr,
we get
1NI = GN 1o)2 (2.30)
where the Nth cascade gain is given by
GN= W '
W~e ± 2N-vjL
Similar to the first cascade of the non-resonant case, we can solve for the threshold
electric field by relating to electric field to the gradient of the potential yielding
= kl |NIth
2 wPe k 1+ Q2F l Uk2 21C
We can see that the threshold field increases with each cascade (increasing N), as
expected from additional frequency mismatch of the daughter waves.
iwo (27N + ve) - 2wo
IENth I
(2.31)
16N2 k1C
+
e(Ve + 2Nvi)
2.3 Resonant Decay
In the resonant cascade process, we expect both the daughter Langmuir wave and ion-
acoustic mode to satisfy their appropriate dispersion relations. Therefore w2 = WkO
and wcl = 2kC, + i-y which gives w1 = WkO + i71. We can plug these relations into
the PDI dispersion relation, Equation 2.21, to get
k2 22klCsWkO(2- + v.)(2-yi + vi) = kIII +W 21 1kO
kO ce
WK e 14)12  (2.32)7rnIoAIW
where qi is the growth rate for the instability [5].
As in the non-resonant decay derivation, the threshold field is at the point of zero
growth of the instability, 'y = 0. After imposing this condition, the derived threshold
field is
= e72 )
= I ol
= Epth(k, 0o)12  co2  (2.33)o
_U;2 k• (2.33)2 k2 + 2
Using Equation 2.33 and the approximation that the threshold electric field is the
wave number times the threshold potential, we get
Ad kk 01]th
__eM kCw 3GF klCO~LeL k2=c k i+ k wi (2.34)
2e [ 2 j
where JEthI is the threshold electric field of the resonant decay process [5]. From
comparing Equations 2.34 and 2.31, we can see that the non-resonant decay threshold
is larger than that of the resonant case by the square root of the gain, V-G-N. Because
of this gain, the resonant decay process has a lower threshold making it more probable
as the dominant decay mechanism in PDI.
Since in resonant decay the produced daughter Langmuir wave has to propagate
downward to satisfy the relevant dispersion relations of PDI, we must consider prop-
agation loss. The field amplitude of the Langmuir decreases from spatial damping.
When we calculate the possible number of cascades observed in resonant decay, we
must consider the decrease of field amplitude of the mother wave by the factor eaAz
where a is the spatial damping rate and Az is the propagation distance between
subsequent cascades.
2.3.1 Propagation Loss
To derive the spatial damping rate, a, we can look at the left hand side of the first
coupled mode equation, Equation 2.19. This yields the dispersion relation
wI(wl + iVe) - Wko = 0. (2.35)
The spatial damping comes from the imaginary component of kl, k, = kl, + ia, with
a real wl. By substituting these relations into Equation 2.35 and solving for a using
the imaginary part of the equation, we get
Ve 1Wa = (2.36)
6kirVt
In order to calculate the propagation distance, lets start with the dispersion rela-
tions for the mother and daughter waves. When each Langmuir wave is created, it sat-
isfies its local dispersion relation at altitude z. Therefore the mother wave frequency is
•2 2_._+ Q in 0
2O = w 2 (zo)+3k• vy Q 2 sin2 o. Since this wave undergoes resonant decay at a lower
LU1  Pis lt,2 + u2nderoes eca
height, the daughter wave frequency is given by w, = c4(zi) + 3k•l e + sin2 o.
This yields the relation
w- W = We (zo) - Pe (z1 ) (2.37)
where the wave number of both the mother and daughter waves are approximated as
To simplify the left hand side, we use Equation 2.7 where w, = k6C, to get
1 2 - ---4w,((w, -w,)
- 4k10,w1  (2.38)
where we assumed w1 > w,.
We know by definition wie(z) = 42n(z). Since the height range that we are
looking at in small compared to the scale length of plasma inhomogeneity, we can
assume that the density decreases linear with decreasing height. We can write the
density relative to the density at zo yielding
n(z) 2 nP (I - zoL z (2.39)
where no is the density at z = zo and L is the scale length of the plasma inhomogeneity
[1]. Substituting Equation 2.39 into the right side of Equation 2.37, we get
2 2 Z l)4 7re 2 o 'w~pe(zo) - pe(zl) "- 4ze 2[-no 1-- (1 Z-ZrnP L
= 2 Az (2.40)Wpe (ZO) 7L
where Az = zo - zj.
Replacing the left-hand and right-hand side of Equation 2.37 with Equations 2.38
and 2.40, respectively, we can solve for Az and obtain
4k3Cswy L
Az = 4k wL (2.41)
pe
where Wpe refers to the plasma frequency at height zo. Using Equations 2.36 and
2.41, we can conclude that the loss factor of the propagating Langmuir wave between
cascades is
exp(aAz) = exp 2 (2.42)\ W12V
where kir = kI is assumed.
Using the equations set up in this chapter, I am able to determine the theoretical
parameters for the presented experiments. In the following section, I will look at
the data taken in March 2006 and February 2005 at HAARP and compare measured
propagation distances and number of cascades with those theoretically calculated
using the experimental parameters.
Chapter 3
Experimental Data and Discussion
The experiments performed for this thesis were located at the High-Altitude Au-
roral Research Program (HAARP) facility in Gakona, Alaska. The facility has a
High Frequency (HF) heater used to inject the O-mode waves into the ionosphere.
The Langmuir waves were recorded via HAARP's 450 MHz Modular Ultra-High Fre-
quency Incoherent Scatter Radar (MUIR). There were two experiments performed,
one in March 2006 by our group , and one in February 2005 by University of Alaska-
Fairbanks.
3.1 Experimental Setup
In order to produce the cascades of Langmuir waves, we had to inject O-mode waves
into the ionosphere with the HF heater at a frequency lower than the peak plasma
frequency. The produced cascading Langmuir waves are detected via Bragg scattering
of the MUIR radar beam from the produced irregularities. This means that we can
only detect up-going and down-going Langmuir waves traveling parallel to the MUIR
radar beam, which is a fraction of the total produced cascade lines. Two transmitting
modes of MUIR were used in the presented experiments. In the March experiments,
MUIR was operated with coded long pulse technique in order to increase the range
resolution of our data. For the February experiments, MUIR used an uncoded long
pulse which has significantly poorer range resolution. Other diagnostics used include
the ionosonde used to determine the local peak plasma frequency, further explained
in Appendix A. Our setup is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
Ionosphere --•,T
MUIR HF Heater
Figure 3-1: The geometry of our setup with the HAARP HF heater and the MUIR
radar with the cascade lines location on the plasma density profile.
HAARP is located in the high-latitude region with LB 4.9, where LB corre-
sponds to the distance in earth radii of the magnetic field line that intersects the
surface of the earth at HAARP measured from the equator. The magnetic field at
the surface of HAARP is 0.52 Gauss, so the calculated electron cyclotron frequency
at an altitude of 200 km is ce = 27 x 1.36 MHz.
For my calculations, I assumed Ti = 1000 K, Te = 2000 K, vjei = 500 Hz, and
vin = 0.5 Hz which correspond to the electron temperature, ion temperature, electron-
ion collision frequency and the ion-neutral collision frequency respectively. The F
region of the ionosphere is primarily composed of atomic oxygen, so I assumed that
the ions were all 0+, making the ion mass AI = 16rnp where mp is the proton
mass. These values are consistent with those used for calculations at locations with
similar L parameters [5]. This yields the following parameters: vte = 1.74 x 105 mI/s,
75.40
Bo
vti = 7.18 x 102 m/s, and C, = 1.6 x 10i m/s which correspond to the electron thermal
velocity, ion thermal velocity and the sound speed in plasma, respectively.
As mentioned earlier in this section, MUIR detects the induced Langmuir waves
via Bragg scattering. The Bragg scattering condition, A = 2d -sin 9, can be simplified
with A = AD, the wavelength of the MUIR radar, d = Ao, the wavelength of the
existing langmuir wave, and 0 = 900 since MUIR is transmitting vertically. This yields
AD = 2AO which can be rewritten as ko = 2kD where kD = WD/c. The calculated
wave number of the detected Langmuir turbulence is ko = 6w m- 1. The corresponding
components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field with magnetic dip angle
Om = 75.4' are ko11 = 5.81w n- 1 and koI = 1.51w m - .
In order to compare the theoretical thresholds with the acquired data, I had to
determine the electric field of the injected O-mode waves from HAARP. The HAARP
effective radiated power (ERP) is 80 MW, which takes into account antenna gain.
Since the ionosphere is considered a low density plasma (much lower density than
laboratory plasmas), we can approximate the region in which the wave propagates
as a vacuum. Then we can use the Poynting Flux, (S) = =A - coE2, and the
swelling effect, which states that the electric field amplitude increases according to
the Airy function near reflection due to the decreasing wavelength [1, 7], in order
to calculate the electric field at a altitude of 230 km. The calculated electric field
is EHAARP = 1.7V/m, which is comparable to the calculated electric field at other
heating facilities [5].
3.2 March 2006 Experiment
3.2.1 Theoretical Calculations
The March 2006 experimental campaign consisted of 4 days of 1-2 hour long ex-
periments, March 18, 23, 28, and 31. We got the best data during the March 18
experiments taking place from 03:00 - 05:00 UT. During this experiment we heated
vertically at 4.3 MHz (the local peak plasma frequency was 4.5 MHz as determined
by the ionosonde).
Since PDI occurs at the reflection height for the injected O-mode heater wave, the
local plasma frequency at the reflection height equals that of the injected wave (wpe =
wo = 27r x 4.3 MHz). Using this frequency we can calculate the Landau damping on
electrons and ions using Equations 2.12 and 2.18 respectively as veL = 3.73 pHz and
ViL = 19.2kHz. Since VeL << 1/ei, we can approximate Ve 500 Hz by ignoring
the contribution from Landau damping. With ion damping, the Landau damping
contribution is much larger than the ion-neutral collision contribution. Therefore we
can approximate Vi r1 ViL = 19.2 kHz.
Using these calculated values and Equation 2.34 , we get Eth = 0.105 V/m in
the resonant case. For the non-resonant case, the first three decays have thresholds
Ethl = 0.972V/m, Eth2 = 1.161 V/rn, and Eth3 = 1.287V/mni using Equation 2.31.
Using a scale length, L, of 25 km the calculated propagation distance, Az, between
consecutive cascades is 111.69 m.
3.2.2 Recorded Data
The resulting set of PDI data occurred at 03:14 UT, shown as a FRI plot in Figure
3-2. From Figure 3-2, we can see that there are three sets of cascades. It also appears
that the altitude decreases with each decay. This decrease in altitude corresponds to
the propagation distance predicted in the resonant decay theory presented in Section
2.3. By taking frequency cross-sections of each cascade, I was able to determine
the altitude distribution of each cascade. The first cascade occurred at w = 27r x
4.2965 MHz, the second at w = 27r x 4.2875 MHz, and the third cascade at w =
27r x 4.2794 MHz. The frequency difference from the injected wave and the first
cascade is 3.5 kHz, which is approximately the ion acoustic frequency. The frequency
difference from the first and second cascade and the second and third cascade are 9
kHz and 8.1 kHz, respectively, which is roughly twice the ion acoustic frequency. The
uncertainty in these measurements is 0.7 kHz due to the frequency resolution in the
FRI plot. These are close to the frequency differences predicted in the parametric
decay theory in Equations 2.6 and 2.7.
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Figure 3-2: FRI plot of the observed cascaded Langmuir waves taken on March 18,
2006 at 03:14 UT. The altitude axis is in kilometers from the earths surface. The
frequency axis is the frequency offset from the MUIR radar frequency (450 MHz) in
MHz. The intensity scale is in dB as SNR relative to the average background noise.
In Figure 3-3, each cascade line was fitted to a gaussian distribution to determine
the altitude peak of its distribution. Each cascade line was fitted separately using the
raw intensity scaling, not dB scaling, and minimizing the squared error from the data
points and the fit. After the curve fitting, it was scaled to dB relative to the average
background noise. We can see that there is a definite decrease in altitude with each
cascade. Unfortunately, the signal to noise ratio for the second and third decay lines
is much less than that for the first line, approximately 10 dB difference, making curve
fitting more difficult.
By isolating the gaussian curves fitted to the data, I was able to determine the
Az for each cascade. Figure 3-4 illustrates the propagation distance for the three
decay lines. From the figure, the corresponding Az values are 174 m and 225m for
between cascades one and two and cascades two and three, respectively. These values
are slightly larger than Az = 112 m predicted with an L = 25 kin, but still on the
same order of magnitude. Using the Az values from the data, I can determine the
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Figure 3-3: The three cascade lines and their gaussian curve fits to determine the
altitude of the peak of each decay line. The horizontal axis is altitude in kilometers
while the vertical axis is the signal intensity as SNR in dB relative to the average
background noise.
scale length of the plasma inhomogeneity and the expected number of cascade lines
to compare with the observed cascades.
The uncertainty in these calculations is due to the range resolution of the MUIR
radar. The range resolution FRI plot of MUIR is 150 in (corresponding Range-Time-
Instensity [RTI] resolution is -500 min), giving an uncertainty in the altitude values
of 75 m. This corresponds to a uncertainty in the decay distance, Az, of 106 mi
and in scale length, L, of 23.7 kin. More precise measurements can be made upon
improvement of the range resolution of MUIR.
Using Equation 2.41, the calculated scale lengths for Az = 174 m and 225 min are
38.9 km and 50.4 kin, respectively. Though higher than previously published values
for this latitude, these scale lengths are typically used in mid-latitude calculations
[5], so they are still reasonable. Using L = 38.9 and 50.4 km, the propagation loss
calculations with the injected HF heater wave are shown in Trable 3.1.
From Table 3.1, we would expect to see -4 decay lines with the PDI threshold of
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Figure 3-4: The change in altitude from consecutive cascade lines. The curves drawn
are the gaussian fits to the recorded data. The shown Az values are in meters.
L eaz EH111 (V/m) EH2 (V/m) EH3 (V/mn) EH4 (V/m) EH5 (V/m)
38.9 1.984 1.700 0.857 0.432 0.218 0.110
50.4 2.430 1.700 0.700 0.288 0.119 0.049
Table 3.1: The electric field of the injected whistler wave taking into account prop-
agation loss with scale lengths L. The propagation loss factor is shown for each
corresponding scale length. The electric field cascade line is labeled as EHj where j
is the cascade number.
0.105 V/m with the range of scale lengths determined from the data. Even though we
only observed three cascade lines, this still closely matches what we theorize. Since
the signal to noise ratio is low, if a fourth decay line occurred it probably would not
be more intense than the noise level.
3.3 February 2005 Experiment
For further confirmation, I used data given to our group by Prof. Brenton Watkins
of University of Alaska-Fairbanks. This data, illustrated by Figure 3-5, was taken on
February 3, 2005 at 02:12 UT [9]. At this time, the HAARP MUIR was referred to
as AMISR (Advanced Modular Incoherent Scatter Radar). At the time this data was
taken, the data had very low altitude resolution in the RTI, ~150 km. Even though
I was not provided with a FRI plot, I would not have been able to determine the
distance between subsequent resonant decays from the data due to the low resolution.
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Figure 3-5: Data from HAARP AMISR (MUIR) on February 3, 2005 at 02:12 UT.
The top figure an RTI plot of the received power as a function of time and altitude.
The lower plot is a frequency-time-intensity plot of the observed PDI. The intensity
scaling of the lower plot is the average over the altitude range of observed PDI, 120
to 350 km [9].
From this data, there are atleast 6 observed decay lines. The heater was trans-
mitting at 27r x 4.1 MHz, as shown on the lower Figure 3-5 as the dotted line. Using
this knowledge and the calculated HAARP heater intensity at 230 km (approximately
where the PDI occurred), we can see if the theoretically calculated number of pro-
duced Langminuir waves corresponds to that of the data.
As previously mentioned, the electric field of the injected HAARP wave is 1.7
V/m. Table 3.2 shows the calculated thresholds using Equations 2.34 and 2.31 for
resonant and non-resonant decay, respectively.
Decay Type Eth (V/m)
Resonant 0.103
Non-Resonant (N = 1) 0.952
Non-Resonant (N = 3) 1.260
Non-Resonant (N = 6) 1.501
Table 3.2: Calculated thresholds with resonant and non-resonant decay. N refers to
the decay number presented in non-resonant decay theory in Section 2.2
If the Langmuir wave underwent non-resonant decay, it appears that six cascades
are possible. This is under the assumption that each daughter wave has the same
field amplitude as its mother wave, which is not necessarily the case. Therefore, we
can assume that it is improbable that the daughter Langmuir wave will be able to
undergo six cascades with non-resonant decay so we can focus our calculations on
resonant decay. In order to estimate the number of decay lines using resonant decay
theory, we need to calculate the electric field of the injected wave after taking into
account propagation delay. The calculated electric fields of the injected wave after
propagation loss are shown in Table 3.3 for a range of scale lengths from L = 25 km
to L = 35 km.
L e' Az EH1 EH2 EH3  EH114  EH5 EH6 EI 7  E118
25 1.553 1.700 1.094 0.705 0.454 0.292 0.188 0.121 0.078
30 1.696 1.700 1.002 0.591 0.348 0.205 0.121 0.071 0.042
35 1.853 1.700 0.918 0.495 0.267 0.144 0.078 0.042 0.023
Table 3.3: The electric field of the injected whistler wave taking into account prop-
agation loss with scale lengths L. The propagation loss factor is shown for each
corresponding scale length. The electric field cascade line is labeled as EHj where j
is the cascade number and the corresponding value is in V/m.
For 6 cascade lines, scale lengths around L = 30 are predicted. This scale length
directly corresponds to scale lengths predicted at locations with similar latitude [5].
This scale length is slightly smaller than those calculated from the MUIR data on
March 18, 2006. discussed in Section 3.2.2, yet it is closer to the predicted value.
Chapter 4
Conclusions
This thesis took a detailed look at existing theory for the parametric decay of Lang-
muir waves and compared it to data taken from HAARP Observatory in Gakona,
Alaska. The theory for the parametric decay of Langmuir waves, presented by Kuo
and Lee, predicts that resonant decay theory is the dominant process due to a lower
threshold as compared to non resonant decay. The reason for this is that non resonant
decay is severely hampered by frequency mismatch and ion Landau damping. The
lower threshold of resonant decay implies that the daughter Langmuir waves prop-
agate downward to minimize the frequency mismatch. This leads to the conclusion
that there exists a height difference between the locations of each decay, refereed to
as the propagation distance. Due to low altitude resolution of previous measurements
of cascading Langmuir waves, the propagation distance could not be determined.
In experiments preformed in March 2006 using HAARP Observatory's MUIR
radar and HF ionospheric heating facility, we were able to measure cascaded Langmuir
waves with enough resolution to test the theory. With the heater operating at w =
2r x 4.3 MHz, we observed three cascade lines with propagation distances of 174
mn between the first and second cascade and 225 m between the second and third
cascade. The corresponding plasma inhomogeneity scale lengths, L, are 38.9 kmin and
50.4 kin. These are sightly larger than predicted scale lengths at this latitude, but
still reasonable. Using these L values and the PDI theory for resonant, we would
expect to see four cascade lines before the electric field of the decaying Langminuir
waves drops below the instability threshold. Even though we only observed three
cascades, if the fourth cascade occurred it would most likely be below the noise level.
Therefore our observations are consistent with Kuo and Lee's theory.
To further support the resonant decay theory, I used data on behalf of Prof.
Watkins at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks taken in February 2005. Due to the
low altitude resolution of the data, I focused on the number of cascades for analysis.
Six cascade lines were observed with in this experiment using the heater operating
at w = 27 x 4.1 MHz. From the Kuo and Lee PDI theory, I calculated that it was
possible for six decay lines to occur but then determined that it is improbable do to
other mechanisms that could decrease the wave field not discussed in this thesis. With
resonant decay I calculated that six cascades will occur with plasma inhomogeneity
scale lengths of 30 kin. The value for the scale length is consistent with predicted
scale lengths at this latitude. This make resonant decay the more reasonable decay
process.
4.1 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis is leading to the publication of a paper that will be
presented at two upcoming conferences. In July, I will present this work at the URSI
workshop in Ottawa, Canada [8] with a travel fellowship award from US National
Academics. After that, this work will be presented at the ICTP conference in Trieste,
Italy [3]. The later conference will result in a publication in Physica Scripta after peer
reviews.
Even though evidence to support resonant cascade theory is presented in this
thesis, additional work must be done to further prove it. Due to the relatively low
altitude resolution of MUIR, there is a large uncertainty in the calculated propagation
distances in the March 2006 data. More data with better altitude resolution is needed
for more accurate calculations to compare with and support the above data in order
to verify resonant decay process as the dominating mechanism.
Additional experiments at HAARP are planned this summer to continue work on
this topic. This allows us to get more data to further support resonant decay theory.
Since the HAARP facility will be operating at full power (630 MW compared to the
80 MW for the presented experiments), we can also look to see how the expected
number of cascade lines increases. With the addition of stronger data from this
summer's upcoming campaign, it is likely that more papers will be published. This
thesis is only the beginning of several experiments and papers aimed at proving that
the resonant decay process is the dominating mechanism in the parametric decay of
Langmuir waves in the ionosphere.

Appendix A
lonosonde Diagnostics
The ionosonde is an HF radar primarily used as a diagnostic for local plasma con-
ditions. The radar consist of two delta antennas that transmit a linearly polarized
HF wave over a range of frequencies. The frequency range is typically between 2
and 10 MHz, where one sweep over the frequency range takes 3 minutes. The power
of ionosonde is much less than the HAARP HF heater, so the transmissions will not
cause any effects to the ionosphere's condition. The transmitted linear polarized wave
can be thought of as a two component wave, consisting of a right and left handed
circularly polarized wave of the same frequency. Once the injected wave reached the
ionosphere, it decouples into two modes, X-Mode and O-Mode.
X-Mode has a wave electric field that is perpendicular to the local magnetic field.
This means that the electrons motion is effected by the local magnetic field, causing
the wave to reflect at a lower altitude. The dispersion relation for X-mode is described
as
2 92
W2 = k2C2  w2  Pe2 (A.1)Pje W2 - 2
where w2 = w + Q2 is the upper hybrid wave frequency. For this wave, reflection
(k = 0) occurs when w = Q, + ~ + 4w = wR, which is larger than wp [2].
O-Mode was described in Chapter 2, where the electron motion is not affected by
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Figure A-1: An ionogram from HAARP facility taken on February 3, 2005 at 02:10
UT. The calculated plasma frequency and estimated plasma profile determined from
the O-Mode trace is shown.
the local magnetic field. The dispersion relation for O-Mode is
W2 = k2C2 + 2  (A.2)
where reflection occurs at w = wpe [2].
The receiver of the ionosonde is collocated with the transmitter. It receives the
reflected waves and their corresponding frequencies as a function of time to record
an ionogramn. An ionogram is as a range-frequency plot of the received signals from
the ionosonde. The range axis is virtual height, calculated from the time delay of
between the transmitted and received signals assuming the wave is propagating in
a vacuum. Since the wave speed slows down near reflection, due to the dispersion
relation, the total time traveled by the wave is longer than that of a wave traveling
an equal distance in a vacuum. That makes the virtual height larger than the real
height.
Figure A-1, shows a sample ionogram taken at HAARP for the February 2005
experiments. The ionosonde at HARRP was designed by University of Massachusetts-
Lowell and is called a Lowell Digisonde. The Lowell Digisonde has the ability to also
GAKONA, GA762
determine the direction and polarization of a received signal. In FIgure A-1, we can
see the color bar to the right that shows the direction of the signal and polarization,
O or X, for the received vertical signals.
As we can see in FIgure A-1, there are two traces on the ionogram. The inner
trace is reflection from the O-Mode wave and the outer trace is the reflection from
the X-Mode trace. This can be verified easily with the dispersion relations. For O-
Mode, reflection occurs at w = w,. Therefore the highest reflected frequency is the
peak plasma frequency of the ionosphere and all higher frequencies propagate through
the plasma layer. For X-Mode, reflection occurs at w = WR > wp, so the reflected
wave appears at frequencies higher than the local plasma frequency. That is why
the X-Mode trace appears at higher frequencies than O-Mode. Therefore, the peak
frequency of the O-Mode trace corresponds to the peak plasma frequency, which is
the maximum frequency that we want to use for ionospheric heating.
The Lowell Digisonde automatically determines the peak plasma frequency, shown
as 4.1 MHz. Using the data from the O-Mode trace, the digisonde calculates a
estimated plasma density, or frequency, profile. This profile, shown in the figure,
includes the conversion from virtual height and actual height. Using the diagnostic
features of the ionosonde, we can determine the plasma condition and the optimal
frequency for plasma heating.
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